
With Swiss-made high-precision sensors, the ThermoPro TP359 will read 
and record the slightest changes in temperature and humidity. With the 
arrow trend indicators, you will be able to react ahead of time such as 
adjusting your thermomstat or humidifier. TP359 is capable of a long 260st 
Bluetooth range to send data directly to your phone. When the temperature 
and humidity goes out of your preset range, you will instantly receive a 
notification from the APP.

Temperature and
Humidity Monitor

ThermoPro TP-359

Package Contents: 
1 x Temperature and Humidity Monitor
1 x User Manual 
2 Batterie (1,5 AAA)

Specifications

-  Large Backlit LCD Screen: Room thermometer features large numbers on a 3.5 inch backlit LCD screen to inform you of the real-time 
temperature and humidity at a glance. 
-  Instant APP Alerts�: When the temperature or humidity exceeds your preset limits, or you’ve gone out of range of the room thermometer, 
the APP will immediately push an alert to your smartphone to keep you on top of your environment, so you can adjust the thermostat or 
humidifier accordingly to regulate what matters most: greenhouse, hatching room, cellar, bed room, bathroom.
-  Highly Accurate: The indoor thermometer humidity gauge has a built-in advanced Swiss-made sensor that provides an outstanding 
accuracy of ±0.5F and ±2%. 
-  Temperature and Humidity Chart�: Our easy to use APP contains a dynamic chart which with the pinch of your finger can zoom in and 
out to view the temperature and humidity at any hour within 24 hours. 
-  260st/80m Remote Bluetooth Range�: The TP359 smart temperature and humidity sensor features an advanced 5.0 Bluetooth chip 
to provide reliable signal strength and achieve a range of 260st/80m, allowing you to obtain real-time temperature and humidity from the 
ThermoPro sensor APP anywhere in your home.

Features: 

via Bluetoothon Your Smartphone
260st/80m
-4 °F ~ 140°F (-20 °C ~ 60 °C).
10% ~ 99%.
DRY, COMFORT, WET.
°C °F selectable.
0.1 °C/°F.
1%.
3.5 inch
2 X AAA 1.5V.

Monitoring
Remote Range
Temperature range:
Humidity range:
Comfort display:
Temperature display unit:
Temperature Resolution:
Humidity Resolution:
LCD Display  Size
Power supply:
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